Do You Have CustomImprinted Brochures?
Critical to your success as an
Assisting Hands Affiliate is direct
marketing of the Help+Alert™ device
to new and existing clients. Custom
brochures are an easy start to doing
that.
Marketing Director Cate Foster has
designed custom brochures for all
Assisting Hands offices. Contact her
today to get brochures imprinted with
your office's contact information and
unique affiliate link. Hand them out to
clients and leave them with
prospective families as part of your
information package, all while
receiving your 10% commission!

Order Your Sales Demo
Today!
Has your office ordered its sales
demo yet? SafeGuardian is offering an
exclusive discount to all Assisting
Hands offices that order a Help+Alert
demo device.
Once you have your device, call
general manager Sean Holohan at
800-378-2957 x720 to schedule an
instructional demo of all of the
exclusive features and benefits of the
Help+Alert™ and how it can help your
office and its clients.
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Feature Highlight: Built-in
GPS Locator
All Help+Alert™ devices come
standard with a built-in, real-time GPS

locator. Every text alert sent out to
contacts, whether it be the press of
the SOS button or a FallAlert™
detection, is embedded with real-time
GPS coordinates, as well as a link to
Google Maps.
This crucial feature can often be the
difference between life and death.
Should a patient be rendered unable
to communicate after a fall, loved
ones or paramedics can travel to the
exact location of the fall.
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Access Your Affiliate Site
Looking for an easy, one-stop shop
to access your unique affiliate link,
track your completed sales, and check
on your office's upcoming commission
payments?
Click the link below to access our
affiliate tracking site, Refersion. Just
enter your email address and
password that you used to sign up.
From there, all of your office's
information is available in an easy-touse dashboard.
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From all of us at SafeGuardian, thanks for reading!
Sean Holohan
General Manager
SeanH@SafeGuardian.com
800-378-2957 x720





